Mandating Climate Disclosures
Impacts on Sustainability and Financial Markets

Monday, May 2, 2022 — 4:00-5:30 PM — Reception to Follow
MIT Building 2, Room 190
182 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA

Host:
DEBORAH LUCAS, Sloan Distinguished Professor of Finance and Director, MIT Golub Center for Finance and Policy

Panelists:
ROBERT ECCLES, Visiting Professor of Management Practice, Saïd Business School, University of Oxford
CAROL GEREMIA, President, MFS Investment Management
MICHELLE HANLON, Howard W. Johnson Professor of Accounting, MIT Sloan School of Management
ROBERT POZEN, Senior Lecturer, MIT Sloan School of Management
JOHN STERMAN, Jay W. Forrester Professor of Management, MIT Sloan School of Management

Moderator:
JASON JAY, Senior Lecturer and Director, MIT Sloan Sustainability Initiative

This hybrid event is open to all.

In person:
- MIT Covid Pass users: No registration required.
- Non-MIT Covid Pass users: Please register in advance for a Tim Ticket, which will allow access to MIT buildings and the event.
- Face coverings are now optional indoors at MIT for everyone.

Livestream:
Link to be provided in the week leading up to the event.

Questions? Contact